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Abstract 
In this paper we consider continuity properties of a stochastic heat equation of the form 
&(f,x)/lZt = a2u(t,x),/3x2 +f(u(t..x))W,,,. We prove that the solutions of this equation de- 
pend continuously on the functionf’and give some new estimates for this connection. 
Ke~~1~orr1.s: Stochastic heat equation; White noise, Banach spaces 
1. Introduction 
Let W be a space-time white noise on a probability space (Q, 3, P). Let ( 3,) be 
a fitration such that W,,, is adapted and such that if A c [t, CC ) x R, then W(A) is 
independent of .FC. We want to consider the following version of the stochastic heat 
equation: 
?u(t, x) Fu(t, x) 
c’f 
= ~ +f(u@, x)) WI,, l?x= 
f > 0, 0 < Y < 1, 
&(t, x) c?u(t, x) 
C% 
=--- =o, 
I = 0 ?X .X=1 
u(O,x) = uo(x). (1.1) 
We assume that u. is PO-measurable and that E[~,(x)~] is bounded. The function 
,fmust satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition, so that there exist a constant M s.t. 
If’(Y) -.f(x)l < MIX - ?‘I. (1.2) 
Stability properties of the stochastic heat equation can be studied from several 
different angles, see, e.g. Holden et al. (1994), lkeda and Watanabe (1989), Lindstrerm 
et al. (1995) and Ubae and Zhang (1995). In this paper we consider the classical 
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case where the space dimension is one. In this case the heat equation admits solutions 
that are functions in the usual sense. 
An equation almost identical to (1.1) in behaviour is studied by Walsh (1986); see 
also Dawson (1975). Our construction follows major parts of the construction in 
Walsh (1986) the only difference being that we proceed further to prove a stronger 
result. The discussion in Walsh (1986) is already rather technical, and proofs become 
quite involved when additional effects are to be taken into account. 
Because of the singularity of the white noise, we can only pose the problem in the 
Schwartz distribution sense: We say that a function u(t, x) is a solution of (1.1) if u(t, x) 




(4~ xl - uo(4)dG)dx 
0 t 1 = SI u(s, x) @‘(x)dx ds + s.i ’ ‘.f(U(S,x))~(x)W(ds,ds), (1.3) 0 0 0 0 
Walsh (1986) has proved that u(t,x) is a solution of (1.1) if and only if it solves the 
following integral equation: 
u(x, t) = UO(Y) G (~9 Y) dy + (1.4) 
where 
(y - x - 2n)2 
4r 
1 L 
+ exp - 
(y + x - 2n)2 
4t I) 
is the Neumann heat kernel on [0, 11. Assume that the coefficient fis bounded and 
that it satisfies a Lipschitz condition: 
If(x) -f(Y)1 G MIX - Yl. (1.5) 
Walsh (1986) has shown that (1.4) has a unique solution u(t,x) which is a diffusion 
taking values in C[O, 11. The purpose of this paper is to prove that solutions of the 
stochastic heat equation, regarded as diffusions taking values on C[O, 11, depend 
continuously on the coefficients. The proof is split into two parts. In Section 2 we 
prove some lemmas to be used in the main proof. The final theorem is then stated and 
proved in Section 3. 
2. Some basic lemmas and preparations 
Letf,(x) be a sequence of uniform Lipschitz functions on R and let u,(t,x) denote 
the solutions of the stochastic heat equations: 
du,(t,x) a2U,(t,X) -= 
at 8X2 +fn @n(t,x)) w,,,, t > 0, 0 < x < 1, 
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dt.Q> s) ?un(t,x) 
?x 
=- =o, 
x=0 ?x x=1 
l&(0, .u) = &l(x), (2.1) 
i.e. 
u,(t. x) = Uo(AG(x,Adq’ + 
Then we have the following lemma: 




Proof. Note that 





=J ? (f,(u,b ~9) --.f(u,(.~, .t’)))G,-,(x,y) W(dy,d.d 0 0 
+ !! (.f‘(u,,(s, y)) -f’(u(s, 4:))) Gr_s(_x. y) W (dy, ds). (2.4) 0 0 
If p > 6, then 2p/(p - 2) < 3. This implies, using Burkholder’s inequality. see. e.g. 
Karatzas and Shreve (1991) and the Hiilder inequality, that for p > 6, t < T: 
ECl%(t,x) - 4~>X)lP1 
P2 
(fn(~nb,~‘)) -.f(un(s, y)N2G:-.\W)d~d.~ I 1 
P. 2 
(J’(u,hy)) ~-.f(u(.s,_~)),~ G:-,\(x.~)d~ds 
i Ii 
pi2 
G c, sup Ifn(-u) -.f(x)I” G,Z,(x,~l)dZ.d.s 
x 
+ C,E (f(u,(s,y)) -J’(4s>y)W’dyds 
I I 
u s 
G ‘P!@ 2’ (x, y) dy ds I s 
0 0 
G c,.z-sup IL(x) -f(xP + C/AT 
* 
E[lu,(s,y) - u(s,_#‘]djds. (2.5) 
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We have used that JfoJL G;‘_,(x, y)dyds < co if r < 3, see Lemma 2.4. Note that we 
allow the constant C to change value from line to line so long as the new value does 
not depend on n. We now get 
su~ECl~,(t,-4 - ~(t~4l"l 
x 
s t d c,.T suP Ifn(X) -f(X)1 + C,,T SUP E[lu,(s,x) - z&x)IP]dS. (2.6) X 0 X 
We apply the Gronwall inequality to get 
sup ECl%(r,x) - u(t,x)I’] < C,,r SUP Ifn(x) -f(x)IeCp,+. X X 
This gives 









G,(x + h, y) - W-T Y) 
(x + h + y - 2nJ2 _ exp _ (x + y - 2n12 
4s 1 L 4s 
: = 1, (s, x, y, h) + 11, (s, x, Y, h). 
For any fixed N > 0, it follows from Walsh (1986, p. 319) that 
t 1 
is 
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We only need to estimate II,. Without loss of generality, we can assume that N > 3. 
Observe that if0 d h < 1, i, > 0, then eRh - I < iVhe’h < he’e” < he2i. Using this fact. 
we get 
c i 2(2n x exp - N + y) 4s lr]exp[-:I- 1) 
+ Jks ;<s*, expi _ (X + 4’ - 2n)” 4s 1 
c L 2(2n - X - y) x exp - 4,s #XP[ -ig]- 1) 
Remark. We have used that if 0 < s < T, then 
This type of argument will be used several times in the following without comments. 
We now combine (2.12) with (2.11) to complete the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let 2 < p < 3. Then Jar t G T, 0 < k G 1 
> 
l/P 
ICr+,c(x>~) - G,(x,y)lPdyds < CT.pk%-34 (2.13) 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2. we write 
G,+~(-Y.Y) - G,(x,y) 
+ $&qexp ( y + .Y - 2n)” [-- 1 \A exp [ (y + Y -2n)’ 4(s_t -__ -___ 4s 1) 
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+ /<FNN ( J&q exp I _(Y +&q _ lLexp[ _oJ +y”‘11) 
:= I,&, k, x, Y) + II,(s, k, x, y) + Ill,@, k, x, y). (2.14) 
For any fixed N > 0, it follows from the proof of Corollary 3.4 of Walsh (1986) that we 
have the estimate (fbi: )I,jPdyds) lip 6 CT,, k2/pp3’4. The methods needed for II, 
and IZIN are similar. We only treat one of them, say, II,. Without loss of generality, 





(y - x - 2n)2 
4(s + k) 1 
[ 
(y - x - 2# p dyds l’p -- 






,< k 3/2P - 112 





= (S n>N 1 s c2n- 1 +x)/,/i &&x exp [-i&j] 
nC -N 
-&exp[ -~]~‘dzdu)“‘:= k3i2p-1/2(A$)+B~)). (2.15) 
Remark. If (t/k) d 1, extend the integrals up to 1. 
II. is now clear that 
where C, is independent of k and X. To deal with B,v(k). we first examine the function 
below. We keep in mind that u 3 1, and get 
1 1 1 1 
< ---e -:2,‘4(u+ 1) -------_ s4u ;L,Ju 




$i i I 
:= g(z. u) + h(z,u). 
Thus B,:’ is controlled by the term: 
t:k 
a j 




(2nm 1 +x):,5 
+c 
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By (2.19) and (2.20) we get 
tlk (s s (Zn+x)/,/i > l/P gp (z, u) dz du 1 (2n - 1 +x,/J-k 
< (n/k”)u’,2 + glzt dllzlz $ (n/k”)u= 
l/P 
_ __ e ppz2/5u &du 
l/P 
t/k 1 llP 
1 uliz e-(p”‘5ka)xh du 
5k 1) l/P p(2n - 1 + x)2 e -p(2n- 1 +~)~jSt _ e -p(2n- 1 +x)*/k 
n511P- 1 lip 
d (p(2n _ 1 + x)2)lip (k1i2-ap)1iP e -(2n- ’ +x)‘/st + e -n/5k’ (2.21) 
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For the second term in (2.18), we have 
t/r u s (22+x)/, L I ‘p k”(z, u)dzdu 1 12nm 1 +.qi, ii 
VP 
6 dzdu 
r:k , 1 l/P 
e-pt2np 1 +x)*/4trk du 
1 
i 1 ‘P 
e -pc2n- 1 +x)2,‘4t _ e -~(2n- 1 +xj2,‘4k 
4 
6- i 4 
l/P 
- (2n 1 fX)*!4r 
2p p(2n - 1 + x)2 
1 e (2.22) 
The above computation shows that (2.18) is bounded by the term 
n5”lP’- 1 
(k 1 (lr2l-zp 1,‘P e 
-(Zn- 1 +.Y)~:sr 
(p(2n - 1 + .q)r’p 
II< - N 
where Cz is independent of k d 1, 0 d x d 1. Combining (2.15))(2.17) and (2.23), we 
get 
’ ,G,s+k(&L’) -G,(x,y)jPd_yds 
1 Ip 
< ck2’p-3,” +  Ck3:2Pm 1’2 < 2c’k”p i 4. 
(2.24) 
Here we have used that 2 < p < 3. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.4. For k d 1,2 < p < 3 
lip 
IG,P(x,y)dyds q C’LI~‘~P-‘~~. 
Proof. This follows directly by the fact 
(2.25) 
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3. Stability of the solutions 
Let u,(t,x) be the solutions to the SPDE (2.1). Define B:= C[O, l] with the usual 
supnorm. Then we have 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that f (x) satisjies the uniform Lipschitz condition (1.5) and that 
h(x) -f(x) uniformly. Then for any T > 0, p > 1: 
E i Sup II& - u(t;)IIg + 0 as n + co. 1 t<T (3.1) 
Remark. This theorem shows that the solutions of these SPDEs, regarded as diffu- 
sions taking values on the Banach space B, depend continuously on the corresponding 
coefficients. 
We will split the proof of this theorem into several lemmas. We put 
lqt, x) := u(t, x) - u,(t, x) 
The method of proof we use in the following two lemmas, is similar to the method 
used for the proof of Corollary 3.4 by Walsh (1986). 
Lemma 3.2. For m > 3, t < T, we have 
E[I~n(f,x + h) - 1?,(t,x)12m] ,< cT,2&$,,2m + R,)h”-’ (3.3) 
where Rn = sup* If(x) -fn (x)1, GZrn = sup,,), E CI%&Y) - u(s,~)l~“l. 
Proof. From the definition it follows that 
u&,x + h) - u,(t,x) t 1 
= is (f(u(s,Y)) -f;(~n(s,~)))(Gt-s(x + k.4 - Gt-s(x,y))W(dy,W 0 0 
t = ss h4s,~)) -f@&s~)))(Gt-s(x + ky) - Gt-sb>y))W(dy>ds) 0 0 
’ + ss k,(s,~)) -fn(un(s>~)))(C,(x + h,y) - G,-,(x,y))W(dy>ds). (3.4) 0 0 
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When we use the Lipschitz condition forj and put y = n~j(nz 
Burkholder and the Hiilder inequalities: 




(.f(u (& 2’)) - f(u,(s, 2’)) 1’ 
0 0 




: : (f‘(%(.S.?‘)) -%(%b,y)))L 





(fW vj) -f(w,(s, yjjj2” d.ds 




(G,_,(x + h,y) ~- G,_,(x,y))‘“dyd.s 
0 0 ‘i 
w4 
X (G,_,(x + h,y) - G,_,(x,y))2Yd.d.s 
! 
“‘IJ 
- l), this gives using the 
<C 2m.T sup E [\I.&. y) - U(S. ,;)12”] + sup I.j”(x) - f,(x)/‘m 
.A,? X 
“‘4 
X (G,_,(x + lz,y) - G,_,T(x.y))74d?.ds 
d C1~.2m(&,.2,,, + R,)hm’¶ = C7.,2nL(Sn,Zm + R,)h”-‘. 
In the third to the last step we used Lemma 2.2. L] 
Lemma 3.3. For m > 3, t ,< T und k < 1, 
E[\&(f + k,x) - ti,(t,x)12”] < C7.,2m(Sn,2m + R,)k”2-2 
(3.5) 
(3.5) 
where R, and S,, 2m are defined as in Lemmu 3.1. 
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Proof. We have 
z&(t + k,x) - ii&,X) 
f+k 1 
= s s fbhy)) -fn(Un(S,Y)))G,+k-s(X,~)W(dY,ds) 0 0 
ttk 1 
z.z s s f(u(s>~)) -fn(Un(S,Y)))Gt+k-s(X,Y)W(dY,ds) 0 0 f 1 
+ ss f(u(s, Y)) -fn(Un(S,Y)))Gt+k-s(X, Y) - Gt-,(x,Y) W (d_v, ds). (3.7) 0 0 
We now use Burkholder’s and Hiilder’s inequalities and put q = m/(m - 1) to get 
E [ Ii&@ + k, x) - tin(t,x)12”] 
r+k 1 
dC2,E KS s m (f(u(&~)) -fn(Un(S,y)))2G:+k~s(?C,y)dyds 0 0 )I 
t +C2mE 
Ki i 
1 (fM%Y)) -.M& Y)))” 
0 0 
X(Gt+k-s&Y) - Gt-s(w))2Ws)” 
1 
t+k 1 k 1 44 




(Gt+k-s(X>Y) - Gt-s(x + k>y))2qdyds 
0 0 > 
G CT,2m(%2m + RJ k 
((s.I 
ok ,: G:q(x,y)dyd~)m’q 
t 1 + 
US 
44 (Gt+,~s(x,.Y) - G,~,(x,4,))2qdyds 0 0 > 1 
dC T,2n1(~n, 2m + R,)(k . km’2 - 3’2 f k”‘2-2) < CT,2&$,Jrn + R,)k”‘2-2. (3.8) 
In the last step we have used the results of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. ,Q 
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Corollary 3.4. 
E [I(U,Jt + k,.u + h) - ii,(t,x + 11)) - (ii,,(t + k,x) - u,,(t..~))/~~] 
G-c 7..2m(Sn.2m + R,)k”‘+ ’ k”/‘m “*. (3.9) 
Proof. Note that 
E [l(ii,,(t + k,x + h) - ii,(t,x + k)) -~ (u,(t + k,u) - u,(t,s))12”] 
= (E [l(ii,,(t + k,x + k) - ii,(t,x + k)) - (u,,(t + k,.y) - u,,(t.~))[‘“‘])~ 7 
x (E [\(Un(f + k,x + k) - ti,(t,x + II)) - (u,,(t + k.r) - u,,(~,.Y))/~“‘])’ ‘. (3.10) 
Thus, (3.9) is a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. !J 
To prove the main theorem. we need to introduce the following Banach spaces: Let 
x :, 0. 2mx > 1: 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
It is known, see Sugita (1988) that the Banach space l??,,% is continuously imbedded 
in C( [0, 11) --f B) = C( [0, l] + C[O, 11). We will actually prove a slightly stronger 
result than Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We compute the following norm: 
From Corollary 3.4, we have 
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1 
<c T,Zm(Rl + &.*m) IS 
1 ds dt 
0 0 Is - t(l+*mz 
1 l - - X ss1s tJm’4-11X1 x*)“‘*-‘/2ds 




= C T, 2m (RI + %I, *??I) 
(.I 1 s 1 Is - tje-1 1 t,l+2madSdt )(.I . s 1 1x1 - x21m’*-l’* X 







Choose x < $. When m is big enough, the above term is bounded by 
C T,Zm(& + sL2m). 
This implies that 
lim E [llu, - ull$ym] d CT, Zm lim (R, + Sn,*J = 0. 
II’;0 n-+3n 
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